The following proposals, received on DAP between January 1-15, 2011, have now been approved. For more information on the DAP process see the Academic Handbook at http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/handbook.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Effective September 1, 2011, the following course be withdraw from the course offerings in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus:

- Spanish 2233W/X: Business Spanish (Accelerated)

Effective September 1, 2011, the following be withdrawn from the course offerings in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus:

- Russian 2127F/G: Russian Culture, Past and Present
- Russian 2135F/G: Introduction to Russian Literature in Translation 1
- Russian 2136F/G: Introduction to Russian Literature in Translation 2
- Russian 2158F/G: Dostoevsky
- Russian 2168F/G: Tolstoy
- Russian 2178F/G-2179F/G: Special Topics in Russian Literature
- Russian 2199F/G: Chekhov
- Russian 2227F/G: Russian Culture, Past and Present
- Russian 2235F/G: Introduction to Russian Literature 1
- Russian 2236F/G: Introduction to Russian Literature 2
- Russian 2258F/G: Dostoevsky
- Russian 2268F/G: Tolstoy
- Russian 2278F/G-2279F/G: Special Topics in Russian Literature
- Russian 2299F/G: Chekhov
- Russian 3345A/B: Russian-English Translation
- Russian 3350A/B: Russian-English Translation
- Russian 3392E: Special Topics in Russian Studies
- Russian 4492E: Special Topics in Russian Studies
- Russian 4498A: Independent Study
- Russian 4499B: Independent Study
Effective March 1, 2011, the sentence "This accelerated course requires a very high level of commitment" be removed from the course description of Spanish 1030W/X – Spanish for Beginners (Accelerated) in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus:

**Spanish 1030W/X: Spanish for Beginners (Accelerated)**
Introduction to understanding, speaking, reading, and writing, with emphasis on oral skills. Intended for students with little or no previous knowledge of Spanish. Prepares students directly for Spanish 2200 or 2200W/X.
4 hours, 1.0 course.

Effective March 1, 2011, Spanish 020, 020w/x, 022E, 023, 023w/x, 2223w/x be removed from the antirequisite list and Spanish 002, 002w/x, as well as the phrase "or permission of the Department" — from the prerequisite list of Spanish 2200 – Intermediate Spanish in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus:

**Spanish 2200: Intermediate Spanish**
Antirequisite(s): Spanish 2223 and the former Spanish 2222E.
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 1030 or 1030W/X or Grade 12U Spanish - all with a minimum standing of 60%.
4 hours, 1 laboratory hour, 1.0 course.

Effective March 1, 2011, Spanish 020, 020w/x, 022E, 023, 023w/x, 2223w/x be removed from the antirequisite list and Spanish 002, 002w/x from the prerequisite list of Spanish 2200W/X – Intermediate Spanish(Accelerated) in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus and the sentence "This accelerated course requires a very high level of commitment" be removed from the course description:

**Spanish 2200W/X: Intermediate Spanish (Accelerated)**
A systematic review of grammar, largely oral, combined with an introduction to several literary genres drawn from both Spain and Latin America. Oral practice and review of language are supplemented by two required weekly language laboratory hours.
Antirequisite(s): Spanish 2223 and the former Spanish 2222E.
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 1030 or 1030W/X or Grade 12U Spanish - all with a minimum standing of 60%.
Permission of the Department required.
8 hours, 2 laboratory hours; one semester. 1.0 course.

Effective March 1, 2011, Spanish 020, 2223W/X be removed from the antirequisite list and Spanish 002, 002w/x, as well as the phrase "or permission of the Department" — from the prerequisite list of Spanish 2223 – Business Spanish in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus:

**Spanish 2223: Business Spanish**
Antirequisite(s): Spanish 2200, 2200W/X.
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 1030 or 1030W/X or Grade 12U Spanish - all with a minimum standing of 60%.
3 hours, 1.0 course.

Effective March 1, 2011, Spanish 020 and 020w/x be removed from the prerequisite list of Spanish 3300 – Advanced Spanish Language in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus and the prepositions "and" be replaced with "or" in the prerequisite list and the world "all" be inserted:

**Spanish 3300: Advanced Spanish Language**
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or 2200W/X or 2223 – all with a minimum standing of 60%.
4 hours, 1.0 course.

Effective March 1, 2011, the preposition "and" in the prerequisite list of Spanish 3314F/G – Hispanic Sociolinguistics be replaced with the preposition "or" in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus:

**Spanish 3314F/G: Hispanic Sociolinguistics**
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or 2200W/X or 2223.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
PHILOSOPHY

Effective September 1, 2011, the admission requirements for Philosophy modules will be revised as in (3) below:

HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN PHILOSOPHY

Admission Requirements
Completion of first year requirements with no failures. Student must have an average of at least 70% in 3.0 principal courses with no mark below 60%. 1.0 course from Philosophy 1020, 1022E, 1100E, 1200 is recommended.

MAJOR IN PHILOSOPHY

Admission Requirements
Completion of first year requirements. 1.0 course from Philosophy 1020, 1022E, 1100E, 1130F/G, 1200, 1305F/G is recommended.

SPECIALIZATION IN PHILOSOPHY

Admission Requirements
Completion of first year requirements. 1.0 course from Philosophy 1020, 1022E, 1100E, 1130F/G, 1200, 1305F/G is recommended.

VISUAL ARTS

Effective March 1, 2011, that the sentence regarding “performance” will be removed from the course descriptions of VAS 2220, VAS 2222A/B, VAS 2224A/B, VAS 3320:

Visual Arts Studio 2220: Sculpture and Installation
An introduction to contemporary processes used in three-dimensional construction. Students will experiment with a variety of new and used materials and construction methods while developing skills by using tools in plaster, wood and metal workshops.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2222 A/B: Sculpture and Installation I
An introduction to contemporary processes used in three-dimensional construction. Students will experiment with a variety of new and used materials and construction methods while developing skills by using tools in plaster, wood and metal workshops.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2224A/B: Sculpture and Installation II
A further exploration of contemporary processes used in three-dimensional construction and presentation with emphasis on sculpture, and installation.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 3320: Advanced Sculpture and Installation
A continuation of the exploration of contemporary theoretical and practical processes of three-dimensional construction. Students will continue to develop technical skills as they define their critical practice.
4 studio hours, 1.0 course.

Effective March 1, 2011, that revisions to pre-requisites be added because of the introduction of Portfolio intake:

Visual Arts Studio 2200: Drawing
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 1.0 course.
Visual Arts Studio 2204A/B: Introduction to Drawing
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2210: Drawing/Painting
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 1.0 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2212A/B: Drawing/Painting I
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2214A/B: Drawing/Painting II
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 and VAS 2212A/B. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2216A/B: Introduction to Painting
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS1025 or permission of the Department.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2220: Sculpture and Installation
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 1.0 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2222A/B: Sculpture and Installation I
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2224A/B: Sculpture and Installation II
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 and VAS 2222A/B. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2226A/B: Introduction to Sculpture
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 1.0 course.

Visual Arts 2232A/B: Introduction to Mechanical Reproduction: Photography & Print Media I
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2234A/B: Introduction to Mechanical reproduction: Photography & Print Media II
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 and VAS 2232A/B. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.
Visual Arts Studio 2236A/B: Introduction to Print Media
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2240: Photography
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 1.0 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2244A/B: Introduction to Photography
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2246A/B: Digital Photography
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2250: Introduction to Contemporary Media Art
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025. Priority will be given to students registered in a Visual Arts program.
6 studio hours, 1.0 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2252A/B: Introduction to Contemporary Media I
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2254A/B: Introduction to Contemporary Media II
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 and VAS 2252A/B.
6 studio hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2281F/G: Introduction to Art Criticism
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 or permission of the Department.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2282A/B: Honors Studio Seminar I
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025, VAH 1040, and registration in the Honors Specialization in Studio Arts module.
4 seminar/studio hours, 0.5 course

Visual Arts Studio 2293: Special Topics in Visual Arts
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 or permission of the Department.
3 hours, 1.0 course.

Visual Arts Studio 2294A/B: Special Topics in Visual Arts
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 or permission of the Department.
3 hours, 0.5 course.

Visual Arts Studio 3380E: Art Criticism
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 or permission of the Department.
3 lecture hours, 1.0 course.

Visual Arts History 2283E: Art & Mass Media
Prerequisite(s): VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 and/or VAH 1040, or MIT 1200F/G.
3 lecture hours, 1.0 course.
Effective **September 1, 2011**, that revisions to the following modules be made because of the introduction of Portfolio intake:

**HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN VISUAL ARTS**

*Admission Requirements*
Completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% in 3.0 principal courses, including Visual Arts Studio 1020 or Visual Arts Studio 1025 and Visual Arts History 1040 plus 1.0 additional course, with no mark in those principal courses below 60%.

**MAJOR IN VISUAL ARTS**

*Admission Requirements*
Completion of first-year requirements, including Visual Arts Studio 1020 or Visual Arts Studio 1025 and Visual Arts History 1040 with a mark of at least 60% in each course, or permission of the department.

**SPECIALIZATION IN VISUAL ARTS**

*Admission Requirements*
Completion of first-year requirements, including Visual Arts Studio 1020 or Visual Arts Studio 1025 and Visual Arts History 1040 with a mark of at least 60% in each course, or permission of the department.

**MINOR IN VISUAL ARTS**

*Admission Requirements*
Completion of first-year requirements, including Visual Arts Studio 1020 or Visual Arts Studio 1025 and Visual Arts History 1040 with a mark of at least 60% in each course, or permission of the department.

**MINOR IN MUSEUM AND CURATORIAL STUDIES**

*Admission Requirements*
Completion of first-year requirements, including Visual Arts Studio 1020 or Visual Arts Studio 1025 and Visual Arts History 1040 with a mark of at least 60% in each course, or permission of the department.

Effective **March 1, 2011**, tidying up the calendar copy because VAS2285 is no longer the correct code for Gallery Practices, and the sentence is not necessary (given that Gallery Practices has not been considered a special topics course for some time):

**Visual Arts Studio 2293: Special Topics in Visual Arts**

*Prerequisite(s):* VAS 1020 or VAS 1025 or permission of the Department.

3 hours, 1.0 course.

---

**FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES and FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE**

**WOMEN’S STUDIES AND FEMINIST RESEARCH**

Effective **September 1, 2011**, Women’s Studies 2263F/G be made into a permanent offering:

**Women’s Studies 2263F/G: Intersections: Race, Class and Sexuality**

This course investigates the implicit and explicit connections among sexuality, gender identity, race and class. It uses feminist and queer theoretical approaches to examine the historical relationships between these intersecting factors and explore their legacy in the way that "othered" sexual bodies are perceived and treated.

3 hours, 0.5 course.
Effective March 1, 2011, the courses Women’s Studies 3153F/G, 3305F/G, 3345F/G, 3356F/G, 3363F/G, and Women’s Studies 4463F/G have prerequisites that reflect the new major module offered in Sexuality Studies:

**Women’s Studies 3153F/G Bad Girls: Dissident Women and Popular Culture**
**Prerequisite(s):** Women’s Studies 2253E or 2256E or 2273E or permission of the Department.
3.0 hours, 0.5 course.

**Women’s Studies 3305F/G: Gender, Sexuality and Cultural Resistance**
**Prerequisite(s):** Women’s Studies 2253E or 2256E or 2273E or permission of the Department.
3.0 hours, 0.5 course.

**Women’s Studies 3345F/G: Feminist Topics in Sexuality Studies**
**Prerequisite(s):** Women’s Studies 2253E or 2256E or 2273E or permission of the Department.
3.0 hours, 0.5 course.

**Women’s Studies 3356F/G: Feminist Topics in Sexuality Studies**
**Prerequisite(s):** Women’s Studies 2253E or 2256E or 2273E or permission of the Department.
3.0 hours, 0.5 course.

**Women’s Studies 3363F/G: Feminist Topics in Sexuality Studies**
**Prerequisite(s):** Women’s Studies 2253E or 2256E or 2273E or permission of the Department.
3.0 hours, 0.5 course.

**Women’s Studies 3373F/G: Feminist Topics in Sexuality Studies**
**Prerequisite(s):** Women’s Studies 2253E or 2256E or 2273E or permission of the Department.
3.0 hours, 0.5 course.

**Women’s Studies 4463F/G Advanced Seminar in Sexuality Studies**
**Prerequisite(s):** Women’s Studies 2253E or 2256E or 2273E or permission of the Department.
3.0 hours, 0.5 course

---

**BRESCIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE**

**FOODS AND NUTRITION**

Effective March 1, 2011, Foods and Nutrition 4488W/X will be introduced at Brescia University College. Offered only at Brescia University College:

**Foods and Nutrition 4488W/X: Supervised Field Work and Research**
Limited enrollment course.
**Prerequisite(s):** Human Ecology 4411F/G and permission of the Department.
Minimum of 20 tutorial/laboratory/field work hours, 1.0 course.
(Brescia)

Effective September 1, 2011, the Honors Specialization in Nutrition and Dietetics be revised as follows. Faculties or Colleges affected are Brescia University College and Faculty of Science, UWO:

**HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN NUTRITION AND DIETETICS**

*Entered September 1, 2009 or later, this program is the renamed Honors Specialization in Foods and Nutrition.*

The Honors Specialization in Nutrition and Dietetics program is accredited by the professional association, Dietitians of Canada (DC), and prepares graduates for application to a dietetic internship/practicum experience that leads to certification as a Registered Dietitian (RD) by the professional regulating body, the College of Dietitians of Ontario (CDO). Students take courses designed to meet the accreditation requirements of DC for dietetic internship placement. Completion of the Honors Specialization in Nutrition and Dietetics does not guarantee a dietetic internship placement.
Graduates also may pursue post-graduate study in areas such as Health Administration, Food Science and Community Nutrition. Students are encouraged to seek academic advising at Brescia University College early in the program, especially if they intend to combine the Honors Specialization with a Major or Minor in a complementary field.

**Admission Requirements**
Completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% in the following 4.0 courses with no mark below 60%:

- Chemistry 1100A/B and 1200B or the former 1050, 1020 or 023
- Biology 1290B
- Foods and Nutrition 1030E or the former 025a/b
- Business Administration 1220
- 0.5 course numbered 1000-1999

**Module**
10.5 courses
- **4.5 courses**: Foods and Nutrition 2232, 2241A/B, 3342A/B, 3344A/B, 3348A/B, 3351A/B, 3361A/B, 4453A/B.
- **2.0 courses**: Human Ecology 2222F/G, 2266F/G, 3349A/B, 4411F/G.
- **0.5 course**: Chemistry 2213A/B.
- **1.0 course**: Physiology 2130.
- **0.5 course**: Biochemistry 2288A (Biochemistry 2280A may be substituted for Biochemistry 2288A).
- **1.5 courses** from: Foods and Nutrition or Human Ecology at the 3000 or 4000-level.
- **0.5 course** from: Statistical Sciences 2037A/B or Sociology 2205A/B or any other statistics course at the 2000 level or above.

*Effective September 1, 2011, the Honors Specialization in Food Science and Technology be revised as follows. Faculties or Colleges affected are Brescia University College and Faculty of Science, UWO:*

**HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY**

**Admission Requirements**
Completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% in the following 5.0 courses with no mark below 60%:

- Chemistry 1100A/B and 1200B or the former 1050, 1020 or 023
- Biology 1290B
- Foods and Nutrition 1030E or the former 025a/b
- Business Administration 1220
- Computer Science 1032A/B
- Calculus 1000A/B or 1100A/B or Mathematics 1225A/B
- Physics 1028A/B

**Module**
10.5 courses
- **2.5 courses**: Foods and Nutrition 2232, 2241A/B, 3342A/B, 3344A/B
- **3.5 courses**: Foods and Nutrition 2300A/B, 2350A/B, 3310A/B, 3320A/B, 4420A/B, 4430A/B, 4440A/B
- **2.0 courses**: Human Ecology 2222F/G, 2266F/G, 3349A/B, 4411F/G
- **1.0 course**: Chemistry 2213A/B, 2272F
- **0.5 course**: Biochemistry 2288A (Biochemistry 2280A may be substituted for Biochemistry 2288A)
- **0.5 course**: Writing 2101F/G
- **0.5 course**: Statistical Sciences 2037A/B or Sociology 2205A/B or any other statistics course at the 2000 level or above.

*Effective September 1, 2011, the Specialization in Foods and Nutrition be revised as follows. Faculties or Colleges affected are Brescia University College and Faculty of Science, UWO:*

---
SPECIALIZATION IN FOODS AND NUTRITION

The Specialization in Foods and Nutrition prepares students for possible employment in foods and nutrition areas such as food production and distribution industries, institutional and community health services, hospitality and pharmaceutical industries, education and volunteer agencies.

Graduates also may pursue advanced study in areas such as Community Development, Education, Child Care and Development, and Food Service Management.

Students are encouraged to seek academic advising at Brescia University College early in the program, especially if they intend to combine the Specialization with a Major or Minor in a complementary field.
Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 68% in the following 4.0 courses:

- Chemistry 1100A/B and 1200B or the former 1050, 1020 or 023
- Biology 1290B
- Foods and Nutrition 1030E or the former 025a/b
- Business Administration 1220
- 0.5 course numbered 1000-1999

Progression Requirements – PENDING Approval from SCAPA – February 2011
To remain in a Specialization in Foods and Nutrition, students must maintain a modular average of 68% or above.

Module
9.0 courses

3.5 courses: Foods and Nutrition 2232, 2241A/B, 3342A/B, 3344A/B, 3348A/B, 3351A/B
1.5 courses: Human Ecology 2222F/G, 2266F/G, 3349A/B,
0.5 course: Chemistry 2213A/B
1.0 course: Physiology 2130
2.0 courses from: Foods and Nutrition or Human Ecology at the 3000 or 4000-level
0.5 course from: Biology 2217B, Biochemistry 2288A (Biochemistry 2280A may be substituted for Biochemistry 2288A)

Effective September 1, 2011, the Major in Food Management be revised as follows. Faculties or Colleges affected are Brescia University College and Faculty of Science, UWO:

MAJOR IN FOOD MANAGEMENT

The Major in Food Management is offered by the Department of Food and Nutritional Sciences in collaboration with the Department of Social Sciences and the Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies at Brescia University College. The Major is designed specifically for students who wish to use their Honor Specialization in Nutrition and Dietetics or Specialization in Foods and Nutrition to pursue careers in Food Management. The module is comprised of 6.0 required courses, one of which may be double counted from the Honors Specialization or Specialization.

Admission Requirements
Acceptance into an Honors Specialization in Nutrition and Dietetics or Specialization in Foods and Nutrition.

Module
6.0 courses

1.0 course from: Management and Organizational Studies 2180, Psychology 2060
0.5 course: Human Ecology 2266F/G (also counted for [Honors] Specialization)
0.5 course from: Foods and Nutrition 3348A/B, Human Ecology 3349A/B (also counted for [Honors] Specialization)
0.5 course from: Management and Organizational Studies 2295A/B-2298A/B, 3398A/B, or other relevant Management and Organizational Studies courses with permission of the Chair

To combine this Major with an Honors Specialization or Specialization will require careful planning and may, in some cases, require one or two courses beyond the normal 20.0 for the degree. Students should meet with the Academic Advisors at Brescia University College for appropriate selection of courses.
RELIGIOUS STUDIES & PHILOSOPHY

Effective September 1, 2011, the Major in Religious Education, Major in Religious Studies, Minor in Religious Studies and Philosophy, Minor in Religious Studies, and Minor in Women and Christianity modules at Brescia University College be modified as follows:

MAJOR IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including 1.0 course in Religious Studies at the 1000 level with a mark of at least 60%.

Module
6.0 courses:

- **3.5 courses**: Religious Studies 2216F/G or 2222F/G, Religious Studies 2217F/G, Religious Studies 2232F/G, 2137 or 3249E or the former 2249E, Religious Studies 3257F/G or the former 2257F/G, and Religious Studies 3248A/B.

* If Religious Studies 1026F/G has not been completed in first year, Religious Studies 2226F/G is required. If Religious Studies 1028F/G has not been completed in first year, Religious Studies 2227F/G is required.

MAJOR IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including 1.0 course in Religious Studies at the 1020 or 1030 level with a mark of at least 60%.

Module
6.0 courses:

- **1.0 course** from: Religious Studies 2137, 3249E or the former 2249E, Philosophy 2660E or 2661F/G and 2662F/G.
- **1.0 course** from: The former Religious Studies 191F/G (W04, W07) or Religious Studies 2192F/G, 2216F/G, 2217F/G, 2219A/B or 2275F/G, 2222F/G, 2232F/G, 2251F/G, 2252F/G, 2254F/G, 3257F/G or the former 2257F/G.
- **4.0 courses** in Religious Studies at the 2200 level or above.

MINOR IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES AND PHILOSOPHY

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including 1.0 course at the 1020 or 1030 level in Religious Studies with a mark of at least 60%. Completion of 1.0 course in Philosophy at the 1000 level is recommended.

Module
4.0 courses:

- **2.0 courses** in Religious Studies at the 2100 level or above, at least 1.0 of which must be from: Religious Studies 2137, 2191F/G, 2192F/G, 2216F/G, 2217F/G, 2219A/B or 2275F/G, 2222F/G, 2254F/G, 3248A/B, 3249E or the former 2249E, Religious Studies 2251F/G, 2252F/G, 2253F/G, 2290F/G, 2291F/G and 3257F/G.
- **1.0 course** from: Philosophy 2063E, 2660E or 2661F/G and 2662F/G.
- **1.0 course** from: Philosophy 2017E, 2067E, 2070E, 2090E, 2554E.

MINOR IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements and at least a 0.5 course in Religious Studies with a mark of at least 60%.
Module


*If Religious Studies 1026F/G has not been completed in first year, Religious Studies 2226F/G is required. If Religious Studies 1028F/G has not been completed in first year, Religious Studies 2227F/G is required.

Note: Students may complete either the Minor in Religious Studies or the Minor in Religious Studies and Philosophy, but not both, offered by Brescia University College.

MINOR IN WOMEN AND CHRISTIANITY

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including 1.0 course in Religious Studies at the 1020 or 1030 level with a mark of at least 60%.

Module


Effective March 1, 2011, Religious Studies 2275F/G Christianity and Islam in Conversation be added at Brescia University College:

Religious Studies 2275F/G: Christianity and Islam in Conversation
This course introduces the foundational beliefs and practices of two of the monotheistic religions, Christianity and Islam, as a basis for understanding, conversation and dialogue. Small group work, visits to representative religious sites, class presentations and guest speakers.

Antirequisite(s): Religious Studies 2219A/B, Religious Studies 191F/G Special Topics Christianity and Islam in Conversation, offered in 2002-03, 2004-05, 2005-06 3 hours, 0.5 course.
(Brescia)

Effective September 1, 2011, the following course at Brescia University College be withdrawn:

Religious Studies 2135E: Comparative Christian Religions

REGISTRAR’S UPDATE

There are no updates for this time.